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About This Game

The new, engaging levels are even more stunning and impressive. New weapons have been added, along with new opponents,
and even more action and tactics.

The game supports four languages: English, Russian, French and German.

The game settings are balanced to meet the goals of different players. If you want to test your skills and strategy, you can play
the difficult level. If you are just playing for fun, then choose easy or medium level.

Greater variety of weaponry and landscape types gives you huge freedom in choosing your battle tactics. Choose the right
weapon type and position to make sure your defense is effective. Airstrikes and the possibility of temporarily increasing weapon

power can give you the advantage, and guarantee you will never get bored in the battle process.
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Title: Defense Zone 2
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Artem Kotov
Publisher:
Artem Kotov
Release Date: 30 May, 2014

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft Windows XP or later

Processor: 1.5GhZ

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL compatible. ATI, NVIDIA or Intel HD. Older Intel graphics cards may have slowdown issues.

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: Windows or Mac compatible

English,French,German,Russian
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This game is, in my opinion, a bad tower defense game. There are far better cheap tower defense games out there, just forget
this one.

Pros :
 -clean UI

Cons :
 -achievements won't work for me. I cleared some missions without losing any health in medium difficulty, got a gold medal,
but it didnt trigger the steam achievements
 -no tech upgrades, very low replayability
 -no wave informations
 -no "pedia" stuff to get to know your enemies. For $4.49 this is a challenging Tower Defense game. Easy learning curve, great
graphics for the price and you can see that the developers have put real thought behind the gameplay and emerging dynamic, as
it does get hard even on EASY and you need to think about what your are doing with placements.

Great Game 9\/10 in this price point.. I cannot recommend this game! The game is very shallow, and extremely unbalanced.
And the developer likes to play hide and go seek with your save game, he hid it in the windows registry, lame developer.

If you want to delete your game file good luck, first you'll have to run a search and then edit your registry 'cause this developer
could not take the time to do it right like every other game made.. I played the demo version of Defense Grid. So, now it's on
my wish list. I'm waiting for it to go on sale.
In the mean time, I picked up Defense Zone 2. It's a fun diversion. Nice grafix, and music.
The gameplay is fairly open, and you find out sooner or later, if your stratigies will fail or not.
I am new to this genre, and it is a nice balance of action and relaxation.
I can see where this can be exciting\/ challenging to play for all sorts of people, who no longer have the fast reflexes needed to
win arcade style, scrolling shoot em' ups! Nice Job developers!. Great Tower Defense game. Easy to learn & difficult on higher
levels. Good graphics & smooth gameplay. Whats not to love?. For $4.49 this is a challenging Tower Defense game. Easy
learning curve, great graphics for the price and you can see that the developers have put real thought behind the gameplay and
emerging dynamic, as it does get hard even on EASY and you need to think about what your are doing with placements.

Great Game 9\/10 in this price point.. Defense Zone 2 is a very interesting tower defense game. There are eight type of towers,
that of course can be upgraded. Speed can be accelerated to 2x and 4x. The game allows you to pause, while still being able to
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manage your towers, which is very helpful and necessary because Defense Zone 2 is a very difficult game.

The game has 31 levels and each level can be played in easy, normal and hard difficulty. You start each level with 20 lives,
which means 20 enemies may exit the map before it's game over. If you manage to survive without losing a life, you collect an
achievement. So the main goal of the game is to collect 93 achievements, one for each level and difficultly.

This however is easier said than done. Hard difficulty is quite extreme on all levels and the final levels can hardly be won in easy
mode. So the game offers quite a challenge.

Nevertheless it's a lot of fun to test your skills. As many other tower defense games, the game is very addictive. Whenever you
lose a life you immediately want to start over to try again.

In order to win you need to analyse each map, perfectly place your towers, and use the correct timing for hellfire, a special
attack mode each tower offers for a short period of time. Towers can be placed freely and sometimes a few millimetres can
mean the difference between victory and defeat.

Pros:
- nice graphics
- very good music
- great sound effects
- pause mode that allows you to command towers
- 1x, 2x and 4x speed
- keyboard shortcuts
- upgrading towers increases their strength significantly
- towers can be adjusted to fire at nearest, weakest or strongest enemy
- enemy ground and air troops
- several lanes
- several exits
- several entry points
- enemies in different directions on same lane
- option to save your progress for each level and each difficulty in the game (very helpful!)
- air strikes
- cheap

Cons:
- no story
- some players might find the game too difficult
- enemies often escape because your towers don't fire at them, aiming at other enemies instead. This can be very frustrating.
- winning all levels on all difficulties seems almost impossible. I want to like this game, but the same strategy works on nearly
every map. Slow them down, hit them with the big guns. Toss in a couple lasers for airplanes. Hellfire the final wave. Rinse and
repeat.

Enemy variety comes in the form of airplanes or ground units. Ground units may look different, but the only real difference is
how much health they have. All of the turrets are effective against all ground units, it's only a matter of concentrating the most
damage into a small of a space as possible. Not all that hard since 6 of the 8 weapons hit multiple targets.

This is a very vanilla tower defense game. I won't say it's bad, but it's not that great either.. One of the best "meat and potatoes"
TD games out there. Nothing particularly ground-breaking, but it does what it does very well. Some solid strategy required to
win at higher levels, too. Does what it says on the tin and scratches the TD itch better than most.. Like the first, a very generic
tower defense game with very limited tower options, and no real upgrade depth at all.
Only both with this if you have already cleared out the long list of much better games including both Defense Grids, Sol
Survivor and Kingdom rush.

Even most lazy mobile ports have more depth than this.
Refund requested on both.
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I cannot recommend this game! The game is very shallow, and extremely unbalanced. And the developer likes to play hide and
go seek with your save game, he hid it in the windows registry, lame developer.

If you want to delete your game file good luck, first you'll have to run a search and then edit your registry 'cause this developer
could not take the time to do it right like every other game made.. Great Tower Defense game. Easy to learn & difficult on
higher levels. Good graphics & smooth gameplay. Whats not to love?. Like the first, a very generic tower defense game with
very limited tower options, and no real upgrade depth at all.
Only both with this if you have already cleared out the long list of much better games including both Defense Grids, Sol
Survivor and Kingdom rush.

Even most lazy mobile ports have more depth than this.
Refund requested on both.. Defense Zone 2 is a Tower Defense game from a top down look. You have 8 towers 3 modes of
difficulty and 30 maps. Does the game pull its self off well, yes. If you are new to this genre then this is a good place to start as
veterans may not get the depth they want the game in all is still good. Thanks for watching the review below, to see more check
out the channel here https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/SocioPyscho

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=nlalBgifWjY&list=UU7_-PLIhjsEBwIQXqKxmNpA. Great Tower Defense Game. With
the price of $4.49, totally worth the money.. Great Tower Defense Game. With the price of $4.49, totally worth the money.
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